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A highway shall be there, 
and it shall be called the Holy Way.

ISAIAH 35:8

In  June  and  July,  Jim  Roosevelt  and  I
made a quick tour of parts of Indonesia. The
three places that we had an opportunity to visit
were all building buildings. 

The Training Center in Lawang is building
a large two-story structure in their back yard. It
will  be  used  mainly  to  provide  sleeping
accommodation  for  the  large  numbers  of
people  who  come  for  Discipleship  Training
School and Bible Camps. 

In  Sangihe,  Andy  was  well  along  on  the
Training Center building. Jim and I were able
to volunteer a few hours of labor working on
doors. Andy's family and some of the Training
Center  kids  were  planning  to  move  in  the
week after we left. 

A nine-hour speed boat  ride took us up the Mahakam River  to  Mauna
Mujan where Herry, Luther, and the local church are building a Training Center
building. The people on the church showed up in large numbers for a work
day. The men were putting on siding, and painting and installing the metal
roofing. Little kids were painting the outside of the building. Women cut weeds
around the building.  (Weeds grow fast;  vegetables won't  grow there.)  That
evening  everyone  was  there  for  a  prayer  meeting  in  the  partially  finished
building. 

Discipleship Training School was on at Lawang while I was there. Over fifty
people,  most  of  whom were school kids on their  vacations,  were taking a
month’s  intensive  course  in  fundamentals  of  the  Christian  faith,  life,  and
ministry.  Two LBTC students were doing a beautiful,  if  unobtrusive,  job of
organising and running the school. I  had the opportunity of teaching at the
school three days. It was a great joy because of the receptivity of the class. 

The young people who attend the Discipleship Training School at Lawang



return to their schools, churches, and communities on fire for the Lord, and
witness effectively for Him. Some of them apply for and are accepted as full-
time student at the Lawang Bible Training Center. 

Almost  immediately  upon  our  return  to  Baltimore,  we  plunged  into  a
Discipleship Training course. We have only had two students from away, but
some of us got activated to study and minister together and it has been an
exiting month. All that we have studied in class has been put into practice,
often in very dramatic and exciting ways. 

A highlight  of  the  month  has  been  the  week  the  End-time  Harvesters
visited.  They are a team of five beautiful  dedicated young people who did
drama in the soup kitchen, in church, and on the street, and helped us reach
out to the neighbourhood. 

The training program has just terminated, with a glorious week of letting
the  Lord  minister  to  us  and  teach  us  out  of  the  Book on  Daniel  at  Holy
Convocation held at Claggett Diocesan Center. I have a feeling our ministry is
going to be different. 

Clearly the Lord is teaching us so that we can teach others, so the training
program is obviously going to be an ongoing part of the ministry at St. Paul's
Church. Days at St. Paul's Church are the greatest education for ministry I
have seen anywhere. 

Another ministry that is opening up at St. Paul’s is the discipling of new
converts. We seem to be in the process of opening up our households for this
purpose. 

It is exciting what God is doing.

Please pray for the development of the training program and all the other
ministries Baltimore. Much is happening and much more is on the way. 

Love, Ed Stube 



 

INDONESIA 1984 by James Roosevelt 

As readers of the Holy Way newsletter know, it is the annual practice of
The Rev. Edwin B. Stube to return to Indonesia for a month or so each year to
review  progress  at  the  Bible  Training  Centers  and  offer  advice,  teaching,
mediation, and encouragement; and together with those present, wait  upon
the Lord. When, in an offhand way, Ed invited me to accompany him this year,
I jumped at the opportunity to be his prayer partner. 

We were gone from June 15 to July 15. In that period of time we managed
to  touch  Jakarta,  Surabaya,  Lawang,  Malang,  and  Nongkojajar,  all  on  the
island of Java; Manado on the northern end of Sulawesi (Celebes); Sangir, an
island  about  two  hundred  miles  north  of  Manado;  and  then  Balikpapan,
Samarinda  and  Muara  Mujan  on  Kalimantan  (Borneo).  All  of  this  involved
travelling up to cool altitudes in the mountains, down to inhospitable stretches
of  jungle,  deserted and shunned by mankind ....  The standard of  living,  of
health and of spiritual wellbeing varied almost as greatly. In fact,  the living
standards,  spiritual  conditions,  and  mode  of  life  are  all  so  different  from
America that it is difficult to boil it down. But I will try. 

Indonesians are approximately 4½ to 5½ feet tall, copper colored "people
persons" I believe that Java is the most densely populated large island in the
world,  mainly because Indonesians enjoy living in close proximity with one
another. In thirty days I never heard voices raised in anger, even by children. 

How  is  this  possible?  On  the  whole  -  Javanese  people  appear  more
considerate than Westerners; certainly they are less instinctively materialistic.
Not many Indonesians appear satisfied working from 9AM to 5PM in a large
office. Instead, it seems to be a nation of entrepreneurs, working out of carts
or storefronts with the enthusiastic cooperation of their entire family, quitting
work whenever family considerations make it desirable. 



Perhaps because they rate materialistic  achievement  a  secondary goal,
Indonesia  lacks  any  running  water  to  speak  of,  electrical  use  is  generally
limited to rather  dim light  bulbs;  there are few appliances,  only a  primitive
telephone system, and sketchy medical facilities. 

Spiritually,  too, one is in a different world, where Moslems predominate,
Buddhists,  Confucians,  and  Animists  abound,  and  Christianity  is  growing
apace. A spiritual dimension to life is taken for granted and manifests itself
plainly. 

The growth,  both  in  number and size,  of  the Bible  Training Centers,  is
wonderful to behold. Each Center is now giving birth to new ones. Each is
administered by totally dedicated and committed young Christian men and
women. 

On many of our short trips, members of a Training Center accompanied us
like unobtrusive angels, clearing away red tape and smoothing the practical
aspects of our travel. Were St. Paul's traveling companions like this? Our trip,
in  fact,  would not  have been possible without  their  support.  And how they
loved "Oom Stube!" Watching the greeting that was extended to him at every
varied stopover is a happy memory which I hope never to forget. 

Indonesians smile often and sing and clap in harmony. One out of three
plays a guitar. It is a musical nation of foot stomping, early risers, who also
enjoy haunting melodies late into the velvet night. 

A point  to  ponder:  Where  in  Indonesia  is  the  line  between  faith  and
suggestibility? Now back to the U.S.A. to ponder the line between objective
observation and spiritual blindness. 

To sum up,  what  was this  adventure all  about?  It  turned out  to  be an
opportunity to practice the Presence of the Lord in an unselfconscious fashion
for 30 days. 

Friday, June 22nd 

Up at 3:20 A.M. - leave Lawang Bible Training Center (LBTC) in car driven
by Darto. At 4 A.M. arrive at airport. Nice native breakfast of rice, egg and
coffee with Darto and two of his young pals ... Then board plane and fly off at
6:30.  First  stop  will  be  Balikpapan  on  the  island  of  Kalimantan  (formerly
Borneo). We fly over Madura Strait in a two propeller plane. Then we will fly
East  across Makassar  Strait  to  Sulawesi  (i.e.,  Celebes),  to  Manado in  NE
corner. 

STUBE FAMILY REUNION

Please pray with us about a plan to bring Andy's and Herry's families to the
States for furlough the latter part of 1985. This will give all their relatives and
friends in this country an opportunity to see and hear them. 



A FAREWELL 

It  has  been our  distinct  pleasure  and  the  blessing of  Almighty  God,  in
knowing  and  working  with  Bambang  here  at  the  Church  of  St.  Paul  the
Apostle,  over  the  past  year.  Our  dear  brother  in  the  Lord  has  ministered
faithfully and effectively here in the power of the Spirit! He has also left his
mark on the hearts of many others in various places in the U.S. Now that he is
about to return home, (departing date - Sept. 20th) our prayers, love, and all
the blessings of God go with him! 

LAWANG to TAHUNA [Excerpt from Jim's diary] 

E.B.S. makes hair stand on end with tales of the natives of Madura (knife
fighting and execution are their bag). Darto, it turns out is 1/2 Maduran. 

Nine A.M. at Balikpapan - 9:30 take off in a 4-engine prop jet - set watches
ahead  1  hour.  Land  around  12:30  and  by  1:30  we  are  at  Manado  Bible
Training Center, greeted by old and new friends - (about 10 in all).  One of
them, Horman, got a "word" in morning prayer today that we would be coming.
No one went to meet us, though. But Horman's stock has risen now that we
have shown up. 

This would be a Florida developer's dream land. A light breeze to keep
cool, temperature in 80's, fewer bugs than Long Island and lush vegetation
including splendid stands of palm trees. 

Foray to town ... Banks closed, but travel agent open. Pilipus arid Horman
with us who send love to Lolli and Iris. 

Dinner at 5:15 then tour of Training Center extension under construction of
bamboo and twine plus homemade brick. Then to 8 P.M. boat for Tahuna on
Sangir Island. This is a modern diesel powered replica of Conrad's days ...
She is named Agape, has a large picture of Jesus in the pilot house. We are
treated to Christian music over the P.A. (You have not been sanctified until
you've heard Power in the Blood in Indonesian.) 

Nine P.M. we pull  out to sea. Gradually the harbor lights disappear,  the
boat begins to roll with the ocean ground swell. The passengers go to bed;
stars come out (first time I've seen the Southern Cross in 17 years). Kipling
wrote: 

The engines stamp and ring and 
the wit bows reel and swing 

And the Southern Cross rides high? 
Yes the old lost stars wheel back, dear lass 

That Blaze in the velvet blue. 
They're all old friends on the, old trail, 

Our own trail, the out trail, 



They're God's own guides on the, Long Trail 
The Trail that is always new. 

10:30 P.M. To bed, in a bunk about 5'6" X 18" one on top of another, with a
narrow walkway between. Quite suggestive of accommodation on a whaler a
century ago. 

Saturday, June 23rd 

Sunrise North of the Makassar Straits: Sunrise at sea! It  starts with the
eastern sky becoming bright red all over -- as if you'd missed the sunrise --
then the red subsides to pastel colors and gradually becomes lighter. Finally,
one-half hour to one hour after all this, the sun rises, an orange ball, out of the
grey sea . . . It's almost as if it is getting to the job late. 

Our good ship Agape makes about 10 knots with a sea-kindy motion. She
is maybe 75 to 100 ft. overall, with two decks. There are bunks (reminiscent of
a  whaler  at  Mystic)  for  64  in  the  waist;  everyone  else  sleeps  spread  out
around the place .... Horman and his friend are a network of angels for Ed and
me. 

On deck, we meet and start
a  chat  with  11  year  old  Fani.
Quickly we gather a crowd who
try to teach me Indonesian and
Sangier. It doesn't take much to
gather a crowd in this land. Just
go  sit  down  somewhere
reasonably conspicuous and in
short  order  the  curious  will
gather and the crowd will swell. 

The  trip  is  now  past  an
archipelago of 77 small islets to starboard. Dock at 10 A.M. in Tahuna and by
11 A.M. are at Andy and Connie's with Grace and Stacy Joy, Opa and Orna.
Finally a complete clean-up and coffee. 

This island is like a Hollywood set for South Pacific. It is quite close to the
Philippines.  The  taxis  drive  on  their  horns  -  as  elsewhere  in  Indonesia  -
actually  these  ones have  a horn-song.  Ours plays  "We wish you  a Merry
Christmas." Incongruous on a June day in the tropics! 

Connie's parents are here (Opa and Orna). He is of Dutch extraction (Capt.
Vandiest 3 generations ago) and still speaks Dutch. He was hopeful I would. 

I keep thinking of the impossibility of this trip without the Christians - and
particularly The Holy Way network. 

After a nap, Andy takes us on a tour of his new home and the Training



Center facing south on the beachfront" Then a stroll home on the black sand
beach past catamarans - dugouts, etc. - fishermen pushing out for the evening
with  kerosene  ,lamps,  kids  swimming,  palms  swaying  and  waves  softly
breaking on the shore ... Sunset in pastel shades. 

Dinner,  followed by soft  chit-chat  with  a  final  prayer  circle  in  which  we
remember all our friends back home. And so to sleep with the surf pounding in
the distance. 

Jim Roosevelt

LETTERS FROM ANDREW 

July 28 

The  Lord  has  been  really  good.  We  have  just  moved  into  our  little
apartment  in  the  Sangir  Bible  Training  Center.  Conny  and  I  hung  doors
together and were surprised at how the Lord gave patience and ability so that
we actually did quite a good job. Only we were afraid to put in glass, and left
the door-knobs for workmen to do. We did not eat our breakfast, dinner, and
lunch facing the sea. Many times there are fishermen out on the reefs fishing. 

My visa  had  supposedly  ended July  12.  Right  on  the  12th  of  July  the
postman  came  to  the  Manado  Bible  Training  Center  with  the  awaited



Department  of  Religion  recommendation.  Mr.  Pelealu,  an  elder,  and  Mas
Kamto ran to the office just  before closing time and kept us safe from the
deadline. Praise the Lord! 

The Immigration official has agreed to grant us the one year visa, but doors
keep on slamming on Sangir.  You read about the petition. The Immigration
Office had one from another group. The Protestant Church feels I cause the
move of the Spirit there. Despite explanations, they think the Training Center
is a church in competition with them, so they told the Immigration officials their
grievances. For my safety, the Immigration office will give me my visa as long
as I leave the Sangir area. 

August 22 

It was good to be with you again in June. We were so glad to hear of the
success of your trip here in Indonesia, especially here in Tahuna. The advice
and insight was well worth the trip. God really had you and Jim Roosevelt
selected out for the purpose. Many things have been happening. Thanks to
your visit, the prayers of those at St. Paul’s, St. Tim's and the Holy Way. 

As we look back over these few weeks,  we just  say: "Wow! Praise the
Lord!" We have poured and finished the floor in the girl's dorm. Rindu, Max,
and I worked with Esther too helping. I hung the doors to this room. Conny
painted the windows and installed the window frames. 

Soon we moved on to the guest room. Rindu and I took turns flooring, while
the girls, Esther and Loisa mixed the cement. The surprise came when the
finishing layer on the floor was needed. The girls proved a talent we didn't
know  they  had  before.  Meanwhile  Rindu  and  I  went  on  to  plaster  the
bathroom, and again the girls did the finishing there. 

For  those who do not  know this  building was contracted out,  but  since
inflation and uncounted odd costs, we were unable to have the supplies ready
while the workers were here, so the contractor promised to finish later but has
not shown up til now. The most beautiful thing is that God has taught us all to
build. We have learned to do much. Lately as we are finishing the auditorium
we need professional help to make the doors (hardwood to fact the rains). We
now have four doors and four yet to go. 

We started  pouring  the  wall  that  separates  the  class  and  multipurpose
room from the dining area, but this young man who comes to Sangir from Siau
(an  island  difficult  to  evangelize)  for  work,  came  begging  to  finish  all  the
masonry for forty dollars. He has been doing this since eight years old. His
father was the mason who did the airport buildings. He is out of work and has
the technical know-how. 

I have attended the prayer meeting at Mr. Yohanis (one of the people who
had rejected us. His family seemed happy to see us, but pray that God works
in him. At the Makahanap's prayer group we had a friendly meeting with all



there. One girl, named Efni, who had rejected us, has been here to see what
the Lord is doing. I have had pleasant contacts with several of the others.

Editorial Comment: 

Opposition to the Lord's work has been severe from the beginning. Years
ago they used to throw rocks. Now other pressures are being used, as you
can gather from Andy’s letters. Jim and I were able to minister some healing
and  reconciliation  when  we  were  there,  but  much  remains  to  be  done.  If
indeed, Andy and Conny have to leave, we have able replacements lined up in
Buliher  and  Genelien.  Please  pray  for  the  tearing  down of  strongholds  of
Opposition and for the establishment of the Training Center in Tahuna. 

UP THE 

MAHAKAM RIVER 
(Excerpt from Jim's diary) 

Monday, July 2 

Up  at  5:30  (breakfast  of  rice,  chicken,
banana  and  coffee)  and  off  to  our  boat.
0630 - We're off upstream at 25 knots! Our
boat  fairly  flies.  Wow!  The  river  here  is
wide and brown with great clumps of grass
and bushes floating downstream. Lots of typical marine activity. Boat hulls are
for the most part questionable; but every engine sounds good... We are four
aboard a 12ft. blue speedboat. 

0700 - Tearing up a cafe au lait stream - civilization is fading away. 

0730 - River varies between ¼ to ½
mile in width. Every mile or two there
is a group of shacks called a village.
We  pass  replicas  of  the  "African
Queen"  every  mile  or  so  --  mostly
bound  downstream.  The  living
flotsam is quite dense in parts.  

0830 - Now the purpose of our fourth hand becomes clear, as he siphons gas
from 2 jerry cans into the main tank ... At times the river has narrowed enough
to produce waves on the surface, but mostly it is slow moving and flat ... The
day is overcast (probably a good thing for a day in an open boat). It also limits
photography, though many of the villages are picturesque. 

0900 - We stop for gas and a stretch. The river runs at 2/3 knots ...many



houses on stilts ...what do the people along the river do for a living? ... The
bathroom is  a  shack over  the water  with  a  large gap or  two  between the
planks in the floor. 

10 AM. - Passing through
a large town. Much river
traffic  -  .  .  .  using  out-
boards  ...  lumber  for
export and fish are major
industries  ...  various
aromas; not much wildlife
... less tin roofs . . . more
thatched  and  wooden
shingles. 

Psalm 139:9,10: "If I take the wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost
parts of the sea, even there shall Thy hand lead me." 

11  a.m.  -  River  has
narrowed  considerably  and
is  bendier.  Time  to  siphon
again ... A nasty job... Bigger
gaps  between  villages.
Dugouts are anywhere from
18' 70 28' long with a beam
of  18”  to  2  feet.  Most  are
painted blue. Forefoot is cut
away  so  that  point  of
immersion can be as far as
1/3 of  the way aft  from the
bow ... Low freeboard. They

appear flat bottomed ... the land is flat as far as the eye can see. Note a few
graceful  white  heron  along  the  banks.  Speed  of  river  downstream  now
probably 3 to 4 knots ... acres of banana trees all along the river. 

Noon - Two more gas tanks come out of the stern and are siphoned. Water not
quite so muddy now. River widens again: ¼ mile. Less live flotsam to dodge ...
far less populated. 

1 P.M. - Most of these villages have a silver aluminium domed mosque as a
standout feature. But occasionally one sees a cross on a church. Still plenty of
vegetation -- though not as lush -- and now fewer coconut palms. There seem
to be some kind of cedar trees here . . . river back down to 1/8 mile wide. Sun
out now . . . some blue sky . . . Another gas stop at a town where many of the
natives are in for a swim. Town is Melak. Delicious lunch including fat shrimp,
4" to 6" long, which are caught in the river and boiled. A phonograph record of
"The Green Green Grass of Home" is produced. 



2 P.M. - Underway again. 

2:30 P.M. - First sign of civilization since
leaving Melak.  Must  be a  good 10-15
miles between villages. 

3 P.M. - River running quite fast now, 5
knots  maybe?  Quite  a  few dead  tree
limbs. 3:30 P.M. - Here we are at Tering
(where Cindy Barbara was born). Clean
little town all set with banana trees. 

3:40 P.M. - At Muara Mujan, (Muara means "Mouth of"). We walk the length of
town in 3 minutes. Main Street is a narrow dirt path with clean houses either
side, (some being built). We are followed by most of the youth of the town.
Herry lives nearly at the end and we all (20 to 30 of us) file into his house and
sit on the floor to chat ... It is hot once you're off the water. Herry has been
painting the new Training Center . . . (and himself). Houses are built on stilts
(because  of  floods).  Town  was  under  water  just  last  week,  for  instance.

Otherwise, very much Long Island beach
house style with nice unpainted wood. At
4:30  we go to  inspect  the new Training
Center. Six inch - no-knot planks on floor;
frames  4'  x  6",  tin  sheet  roof  with  long
overhang,  20ft.  ceiling  height  (cathedral
type),  wrap-around  porch,  deck  and
windows  all  around  (3  doors  and  11
windows). Size - about 35 x 25. Outside
and below is ironwood! 

Monkeys hereabouts (to eat the bananas). Dinner at a neighbor's (on the
floor). Then a meeting (E.B.S. talks on Elisha and Elijah). Then bed (on a mat
on the floor). 

Tuesday . . . July 3 - Muara Mujan 

The houses here have a main room with linoleum
on the floor ... this is where you eat and sleep on a
mat laid out for the purpose, so practice is to leave
shoes  out  at  front  door  ...  You  can  see  plenty  of
daylight through roof, walls and floor and one gets
the impression that you could take, any house apart
in a matter of minutes ... As you go out back it gets
less and less substantial ... with floor planks just sort
of laid here and there. 

Two breakfasts, a coffee break and a huge lunch
punctuate this morning. A workday had been called,
so  all  members  from church  turn  out  to  help  with
building and cutting grass at Training Center. 



The kids find us quite interesting especially our noses. They are allowed to
help out with building or play along side. 

They are well fed and healthy looking. (Only one steps on a nail). They are
given responsibility early. 

The natives are called Dyaks. Dyaks are all through Central Borneo but
with  dialects  that  vary  from valley  to  valley.  They seem to  be  more  wide
shouldered and full chested than Javanese and stronger. Otherwise, it is hard
to note much difference. 

The house next door to Herry's has tree bark for siding; the natives call it
"Dyak  plywood"  ...  The  principal  occupation  is  timber  cruising.  There  is  a
sawmill nearby . . . nails are treasured . . . wood is not. 

Tales at teatime of various deliverances and spiritual warfare. I'm shown a
lady who was deaf and dumb until  a few years ago when she was prayed
for . .  . Also told of the appearance of  fire above the church roof  during a
prayer meeting one night this Spring. 

8 to 10:30 P.M. - A meeting in the new Bible Training Center punctuated by
torrential rain on a tin roof. Two ladies come to the Lord Jesus and everyone
recommits his life to service. E.B.S. tells us the rain is a shower of blessings to
come. What a grand opening night! 

Several people had a vision of a
white rope leading up to Mt. Zion.
The only way to get up was by this
rope. There was also a black rope
which  led  to  nowhere.  The
interpretation  was  that  the  Muara
Mujan Bible Training Center is the
white rope. 

IMPRESSIONS OF SUMMER TRAINING SESSION 
A new phase of my life began at my arrival on July 23rd . . . and though I

am about to leave, this phase will not end because it has become a part of
me. The tremendous needs all around, the strong ties with the prayer and the
new truths which have been revealed are imprinted deep within my mind and
heart. I have been given the opportunity to become involved in the very life,
both  physically  and  spiritually,  of  this  place.  Herein  lies  the  value  for  me,
though the teaching sessions (lectures, discussions and sharing) have been
extremely valuable. 

I  have  learned  about  new  freedom  of  Worship  in  the  Spirit  and  new
freedom in the use of the Gifts of the Spirit. This training extended through
Holy Convocation at  Claggett.  This  same freedom has begun to take root
within me and I pray that as I become more free, that I may become a more
and more useful vessel for my Lord Jesus as I live out my freedom in Him. 



Kay Frazier from North Carolina 

I  Praise God for my time spent here in Baltimore!  Many very important
truths were brought home to me for the first time here. Most importantly was
the "cause and effect" relationship between keeping a steadfast prayer/praise
flow and spiritual fruitfulness. I learned to Praise God in a new way here, and
also learned a tremendous amount about spiritual  warfare,  which I  had no
previous about. In all these areas, I was encouraged inwardly to begin to live
a more holy, steadfast life in the Lord. 

Also, I am going home with a greater sense of the urgency to spread the
Gospel, and with a greater sense of Christ's return, being something we need
to prepare for. The Holy Convocation was most instrumental in bringing these
truths home to me. 

I feel the program is extremely valuable in that it covers all aspects of the
Christian  walk  from teaching,  to  prayer,  to  gifts  of  the  Spirit,  to  living  in
community,  and also in learning to adjust  to a totally  different  culture than
most of us are used to. Living in community brings home the necessity for an
ordered and supportive home life, and also teaches all participants a sense of
unity  and responsibility.  I  was  really  blessed  by  the  concept  of  living  with
Christian brothers because I have always wanted to be able to be just a sister
and  friend  to  my  brothers  in  Christ,  (not  a  girlfriend)  and  the  house
progressively became a good lesson in friendship skills and in communication
skills. 

Mary Harvard from Connecticut 
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